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[image] Mar 6, 2022 [image] . . . . . . . . Sorry for making a repost, but the first part was so short that I didn't get a notification (Faulty Signal) of my post, so I tried again. A: What I think is happening is that each line of output for one of your files is wrapped by a newline character (' '), so you have two sets of newlines on the same line (one
from the first grep, the second from the second), and they're both confusing the command. So, you need to remove those newlines. In some cases, you can do this by using -z to remove all newlines before the command, but you can also just pipe the output through uniq: grep -Eio '^[^-]+--[0-9]+-[^-]*$' filename | uniq This should give you
a list of only unique lines (i.e. no repeats). The -E switch tells grep to treat - as a flag for "one or more of these characters", rather than an ordinary character, so we don't need to escape it (or - as a literal minus sign, etc). The -i switch tells grep to ignore case, so that [^-] becomes [^-] rather than matching things like - or. Note that I've also
added the ^ to the start of the expression, because it would otherwise match a line with a single -, which is not what we want. Finally, the -o switch tells uniq to output the unique lines, so that the result can be piped into another command like cat. If you only want to get the first 10 unique lines, you could change the uniq command to this:
grep -Eio '^[^-]+--[0-9]+-[^-]*$' filename | tail -n10 I think this would be more understandable to most people. A: You could use the -v switch with cut to get only the first 10 lines grep -Eio '^[^-]+--[0-9]+-[^-]*$' filename | cut -f1 -d''| tail -n10 -v means "Invert

Xbfdcm/index.php?action=profile;u=3131 . radiologia dental haring jansen pdf 31bfdcm Himachal Pradesh MP; Naina Chaurasia: We will find an alternative to him,: Naina Chaurasia: Even now the BJP is trying to find an alternative to him. For Disha Chaurasia, who stands to inherit the Gaddi, the party had contested a Rajya Sabha seat
on the Congress’s ticket. Disha Chaurasia, 15, son of Rajputana Bhawan Chief Chaurasia, is the adopted son of LK Advani. radiologia dental haring jansen pdf 31bfdcm nonsukomalwada.com.np nonsukomalwada.com.np /> radiologia dental haring jansen pdf 31bfdcm HDFC Bank: Up to 20% of credit card customers open fraud alerts in
the first month - HDFC Bank on Thursday said customers of certain card schemes can now open fraud alerts through online portal of fraud detection centre within one month of receiving their first credit card bill. As per the new fraud alerts, a customer will receive a SMS containing unique fraud alert code, once their first credit card bill is
received for the month, and this will be followed by two more SMSs with fraud alert codes, once in the month of February and March, HDFC Bank said. The fraud alert code will be activated after the customer has successfully entered the unique code into the portal. radiologia dental haring jansen pdf 31bfdcm Sep 30, 2020 SWERI JOB
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